Entry 09

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
A piece of Art. Curve stair with White Oak 4" open riser treads Cut curve stringer stair. Wall stringer hide behind stone with
plow in treads for LED lighting. Horiz. Iron rails with square
wood rail, over-the-post rail system.
Stair Safety:
Meets all code concerns.
Quality of Workmanship:
White oak material used for stringers and treads. Welded metal
rails painted black finish.
Technical Challenge:
Making a large enough outside stringer to hold treads and stone
on wall. The inside radius is freestanding and helps support the
floors at 1st and 2nd floor levels.

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 10

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
This floating stair was designed specifically to compliment the
design theme of the home. The materials complement home
colors and rich patterns and textures that cover the floors and
walls.
Stair Safety:
Rails on the stair are set at 36" for safety and gaps between the
treads are less than 4" to comply with code.
Quality of Workmanship:
The stair was constructed of plain sawn American White Oak.
The glass panels are low iron tempered glass. The stair was
laser scanned to ensure everything fit to tight tolerances.
Technical Challenge:
Since this was a remodel getting all the arcs to be tangent and
flowing with the existing space was a challenge.

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 11

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
Sleek modern curved stairway elegantly embellishing all of the
surrounding entryway design details.
Stair Safety:
Stairway and balcony met all local code requirements.
Quality of Workmanship:
Met premium grade SMA & AWI Quality Standards. All Helical
glass low iron.
Technical Challenge:
We had limited well opening space which required 2 radius
points and a third transition tangent point. We smoothed out
the tangent points with skewing the configuration.

NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 12

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway -

Modern
Aesthetic Value:
Stainless steel horizontal bars contrast nicely with dark maple
wood on these modern contemporary stairways. The open
risers give this space an open feel and the rail and post design
adds crisp and clean lines.
Stair Safety:
Walkline remains consistent throughout various radii to provide
comfortable stride. The iron carriage provides a sound and
secure structure.
Quality of Workmanship:
The iron work and wood work are all done in house. The curved
iron central beam was made from all flat steel and has internal
plate steel cross members for a more rigid structure.
Technical Challenge:
Laying out comfortable stairways that fit in a limited footprint.
The posts and rails edges were routed on site after assembly of
the balustrade to provide a continuous and clean edge detail
throughout the stairs.
NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 13

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
The client requested a very open stair with specific criteria of all
visual aspects. The stair has become the center point of the
home. The back side is as visually pleasing as the front.
Stair Safety:
Careful layout was payed attention to with this stair. It presented
many challenges to meet the client’s expectations and provide a
safe stair that meets the codes. We worked closely with the
inspections dept on this stair.
Quality of Workmanship:
The quality of materials and the effort it required to execute
utilized all aspects of the shops talented craftsmen. We
controlled all aspects of the stair fabrication, finishing and
installation.
Technical Challenge:
This stair was a culmination of many revisions aided by 3d
models with a long-distance client who was very involved in all
details of the stair system. Integrating the glass presented an
interesting challenge.
NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 14

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
"Clean and Modern" was the aesthetic value achieved in this
design-built feature stair for an ocean front home.
Stair Safety:
This stair was designed to satisfy all local building codes and
the integrated lighting on the treads and in the handrail pocket
allows for safe and comfortable use, even at night.
Quality of Workmanship:
This stair was design and installed with quality at the forefront.
The stair was modeled using 3D design software so that every
detail was accounted for to deliver an extremely high end finish
product.
Technical Challenge:
This stair was a "Deferred Submittal" to the city building
department which required a detailed drawing package with
over-built connections that were stamped and calc'd by a
structural engineer prior to starting construction.
NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

Entry 15

2021 StairCraft Awards
Best Curved Stairway Modern
Aesthetic Value:
These breathtaking mahogany and glass stacking curved stairs
are the focal point of the million dollar concert room in this NYC
brownstone.
Stair Safety:
Completely stair code compliant. The stair was designed and
engineered with two curved steel tubes and 1/4" steel tread
plates. The stair is completely free standing from floor to floor.
Quality of Workmanship:
Woodworking to comply with AWI premium standards as well as
curved starphire glass with continuous wreathed mahogany
handrails.
Technical Challenge:
The stair had to be assembled on site and all of the steel had to
be cladded in mahogany on location. Once the stair structure
was set in place, it then had to be 3D lasered in the field to
confirm glass measurements.
NOTE: Entry met the code as enforced in the local jurisdiction.

